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ABSTRACT
Through a study of mapping comes an understanding of urbanism and its development through history.
The goal of this collection is to form a relationship between mapping as a means of visual
communication (through lines and photographs) and poetry (words). The three cities selected for this
study are connected through their network of urban grids and city forms, which are remnants of the
Holy Roman Empire that once bridged these cities together. Each location is subdivided into two or
three sections (which are indicative of the urban states that occur in all three areas). One section
illustrates urban centrality, which mandates the existence of a center and a periphery. The poems in
this portion reflect experiences within these principal spaces. More specifically, they seek to convey
an idea of the burgeoning growth that these cities experience due to an increase in urban traffic, as
well as the personal growth that occurs from traversing these areas day to day. In the second section,
water is selected as a focal point because of its ability to both connect places as well as break them
apart urbanistically. In each city, water is examined as it creates tightness (center, or connectivity)
and then release (periphery, or separation). The third section seeks to convey the city as a
contrasting entity- one that is seen in light and shadow, night and day, beauty and imperfection. An
urban node is a mix of these different aspects, which together create a place’s identity (also known
as “placemaking”-the title of this collection). The shared urban experiences between the three
selected locations have formed stories, which have been documented through journals and photographs.
These memories have been taken from relayed anecdotes, newspaper clippings,personal notes, and drawingsall composed while on Study Abroad (January-June 2011).
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PART 1: COURSING THE MEDINA
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Closed
in closing up
he notices
the scrap of paper
that blows under the tent
stuck behind the folding cloth
that stirs anxiously
like the wild heartbeat
of the one who bought
the very last ring
pounding in his ears
is the sound of those words
that laugh
that face
that peers under the cloth
and asks about what he does
and how he will do it
when the time comes
because it is not for her
but for the one
who purchases without thinking
of what is left
who is left
when the cloth blows away
and all that is left
is a face
that sees the paper
and hides behind herself
because he notices
and won’t read it

PART 1: COURSING THE MEDINA
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Alley 542
I know a place
that starts
at the end
and ends in the center
if you follow
your face to the sky
and dissolve yourself
in the shadows
the end will no longer stop
for the middle will start
where peddlers sing
and cobras dance
so you can let go of the wall
lower your eyes to the ground
and finally fall

PART 1: COURSING THE MEDINA
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Dolls
a search
for the beautiful features
lips not smeared
but painted to shine
and eyelashes
that stir
with the delight of a good surprise
led to the side of the alley
where the ladder went up
and the winding floor began
to bring around the many
who had what I wanted
so I followed until I was lost
face whipped around the scarves
feet tangled in the boxes
where pretty things come from
boxes that now leak paper
and sawdust
I bent to look closer
at the lowest shelf
the opening that promised
painted and permed perfection
but found, only
the cracked eggshell veneers
of heads without faces
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PART 2: WATER IN THE DESERT
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PART 2: WATER IN THE DESERT
The Pinnacle
taller than the peak
that pierces the sky
is the waterfall
in shadow and darkness
its rocks cut
push through the flesh
of those who climb
further
than they should
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PART 2: WATER IN THE DESERT
Sold
the crystal
empty then opened
trickling
it fills slowly
amber to brightness
and the rush to the center
for what is there
because the men collect themselves
right in the heart
pushing through and wanting
us to take
what is given
the plates are cleared
and glasses that sit untouched
are drained to the clear
running slowly to the bottom
but for the mint that sits
untouched
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PART 3: SHIFTING LANTERNS
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Under the Veil
the world’s truths
can only be seen
in color
not light
the alley that slashes bright
and is pulled apart
by sudden daggers
we move through without seeing
unseen, we are foreign
and we don’t understand
red the cloth we buy for our hair
or for the spices we squeeze in our fingers
then drop from our hands
watching the pieces sift through the air
they disappear eventually
towards the city, touching the lit lanterns
that glitter across the square
but drop shadows
in the alley
that drips red
staining the ground
until we walk over it and smear it into our shoes
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The Smokescreen
although he sways calmly
staring but not looking
assuring them of his docility
and his readiness to do
what they say
can they be sure that he won’t
one day break through the blindness
open his pinched eyes
or spit the stitches off his mouth
and seize the man
by the neck
pierce deep
into the recesses of his throat
strangle the nerves
and inject with poison the box
that makes the music
so that it drowns
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PART 1: RIVER CITY
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Moving Along
moving along a broken wall
that’s cracked at the base
can I be sure that it’ll hide
what I didn’t see
that trickle of water
slightly
flowing
pushing
pulsating
breathing
squeezing
breaking
open
broken wall it is no longer
the pieces burst forth
and wash away
with the trickle
that turned into a torrent

PART 1: RIVER CITY
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Out
let me escape
from these bastion walls
that tell where I stand
and where I fall
marking the upturn
I follow the path
that pushes me forward
into the dim slats
of the window pane that
closes me in
with the stone I strike
yet the echo is dim
now I yearn for earth
for water and sky

PART 1: RIVER CITY
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River Feet
under the heart of the city
is the sand that collects
upon each bank
smooth to the touch
gently marked
with footsteps

PART 1: RIVER CITY
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SHADOW FROM THE TOWER
T
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The Echo is Black
he turns a corner
to quell the heartbeat
pounds in time
to the striking of the clock
that is louder
and louder
with each rush of the street
away
darkness
every breath
until he stops
falling
the pounding recedes
and he waits
and waits
at the bank of the river
for the current that will pass
and drown the echo

SHADOW FROM THE TOWER
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PART 3:BORDER AROUND 8
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Lines
the edge
that touches the sky
and draws the river
as a glistening wave
lines the city
with its piercing light
til the buildings are open
to the streaking above
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Turns
dark
light
shadow
trailing
over
smaller spaces
opening
brighter
revealing
paths
taken
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Curio
on a large avenue is a small curio shop
stocking books
that are never opened
because we fight it
gloss it over
push to the back
dust
spiders
gray
black
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DAY AND NIGHT: PARADAS FROM THE METRO
21

Still
How can I hope
to keept it still
that day that night
the museo
laughter
closes
on the metro
walking
through the cold
open door
closed
darkness
flickering
motion
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Coins
Diecinueve dias y quinientas noches
reminder
of those times
we sat there
1.5
times ten
small plates
outside
they know what we want
talk of that pasado
aprobado
the end
that will come
months away
to return
from where we came
but for now
we sit
multiplying
coins that drop
1.5
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PART 2: EL CENTRO DE LA VIDA
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CTR
the city square, the pulsing node
that opens like a folded palm
to jagged lines that meet their end
within the edge
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Marked
it’s that person you see
you know he knows
side stepped once
to the big square
open box
edge defined and center marked
you traverse the periphery
until the corner
opens
to dark
side
street
gone.
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Postcards
finish the last letter
curving strokes
the story
for a half card
that doesn’t tell the whole
of the few who speak
and know my name
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